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Adaptive signal detection and pattern recognition can be viewed 
as a problem in statistical classification wherein the partitioning of an 
n-dimensional sample space into category (signal) regions is de- 
termined through estimation from a set of samples from the cate- 
gories. When the correct associations of the samples are known, the 
problem is the commonly treated supervised one. This paper, ex- 
amining the nonsupervised case wherein the correct associations of 
the samples are unknown, demonstrates that it is possible under 
extremely general conditions to achieve effective adaptation with- 
out supervision. With particular emphasis on a two-category (bi- 
nary detection) model, general conditions are described under which 
nonsupervised adaptation is possible, and specific simple yet rapidly 
convergent techniques are presented under varying degrees of prior 
knowledge of the statistical properties of the data. 
Most of the paper is concerned with a two-category case where the 
corresponding (equiprobable) distributions differ only in location. 
The paper proceeds by examining the over-all probability distribu- 
tion comprised of the two component category distributions, and 
the adaptation treated is directed toward determining the decision 
boundary, or the distribution parameters necessary for defining it. 
For univariate normal distributions various estimators (and their 
convergence properties) of the over-all mean are examined. For mul- 
tivariate monotone (including normal) distributions the over-all 
sample eovarianee matrix is used to obtain the component covari- 
ance matrices when these are general (including the colored noise 
case), or simply to obtain the principal eigenvector (of the over- 
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all matrix) when the component distributions are spherically sym- 
metric (white noise). A hill-climbing algorithm is included. These 
results for the important model of binary signal detection in gaus- 
sian noise demonstrate hat no prior knowledge of the signal or noise 
parameters i required for nonsupervised adaptation to the opti- 
mum detector. It is shown in one dimension that for equiprobable 
component distributions of almost any functional form and differing 
only by translation we can obtain category distribution estimators 
which converge uniformly over the real line with probability 1. 
Considered also are the case of different a priori probabilities, the 
problem of tracking, and some aspects of the multiple-category prob- 
lem. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Pattern recognition can be viewed as a problem in statistical classifica- 
tion wherein an n-dimensional sample space is partitioned into category 
regions with decision boundaries. Members of the categories are each 
represented by a sequence of n numbers, or equivalently as a vector in 
the n-dimensional hyperspaee. Assuming there exists a probabil ity dis- 
tribution associated with each category describing the distribution of 
its members in n-space, the object is to partition the space in an optimal 
fashion. An unknown vector is then assigned to the category in whose 
region it falls. This is the classic model on which so many of the statis- 
tical pattern recognition studies have been based. 
Signal detection can be treated in terms of this pattern recognition 
model, a time wavefomn being represented by a discrete set of samples 
according to any one of the many sampling theorems (Shannon, 1949). 
Included here are eases where deterministic signals are corrupted by 
additive noise, cases where the signals themselves are stochastic, and 
more generally where the channel too introduces nonlinear stochastic 
transformations. But examination of the received waveforms reduces to 
the general classification problem already described. In the general 
pattern recognition problem the distributions exist because of inherent 
differences among the members of each of the various categories, whereas 
in the signal detection ease the channel itself introduces ome of these 
differences. Examination of channel properties (not part of this paper) 
serves primarily to introduce further knowledge of the statistics of the 
received samples. 
The concepts of adaptation have been developed under certain restric- 
tive conditions. On the basis of a sequence of samples from the categories 
(signals) and any a priori knowledge of the probability structure of the 
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problem, the partitions (decision rules) are estimated. But this work has 
been generally predicated upon the assumption that the correct associa- 
tions of the "learning" samples with their appropriate categories are 
known. That is, the adaptation is supervised in that there is a teacher 
directing the "learning." Eventually, in the recognition phase, the 
assignments are made on the basis of the already obtained partitions. 
There are, however, situations for which supervision is impossible or 
inconvenient. The prospect of performing nonsupervised adaptation has 
recently fired the imagination of researchers. Here the samples on which 
adaptation is based are not associated a priori in any known way with 
the categories. Many people have felt this problem to be formidable 
and approachable only under somewhat limited conditions, perhaps 
following an initial period of supervised "learning." An approach to the 
problem was recently made by Jakowatz, Shuey, and White (1961), 
whose work was further examined by Hinich (1962). Under restrictive 
conditions the supervised requirement was relaxed in the earlier Rake 
system (Price and Green, 1958). 
The present paper examines the problem of nonsupervised adaptation 
and demonstrates that it can be effectively achieved under a wide range 
of situations. Except where otherwise indicated it is assumed that the 
categories have equal a priori probabilities. The criterion we use to 
define optimality is that the total probability of misclassification be 
minimal. This is a Maximumqikelihood criterion corresponding to the 
Bayes criterion for' equal costs of misclassification, and represents the 
Ideal Observer. However, when we actually estimate the distributions 
themselves, we can use any decision criterion--Bayes, Minimax, Ney- 
man-Pearson, etc.--although t e resultant decision boundary may then 
have a much altered form. The minimal-error-probability criterion is 
used throughout the paper assuming at any time that the parameter 
values are true. Through convergent estimators we adapt to the decision 
boundary optimum for the true distributions, .for which the irreducible rror 
is achieved. 
Throughout the paper the words detector, decision rule, and decision 
boundary are used essentially interchangeably. This work as well as 
all the other statistical pattern recognition and signal detection work is of 
course built upon the foundations of multivariate discriminant analysis 
widely described in the mathematical statistical literature, e.g., (Wilks, 
1962). 
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II. VIEWPOINT 
If it is known, for example, that the categories are tightly clustered 
and widely separated, then simple approximative partitioning proce- 
dures become apparent. We have been interested in determining non- 
supervised adaptive partitions convergent o the true optimal one, 
regardless of the degree of overlap of the category distributions. 
Our viewpoint has been one in which the individual category distribu- 
tions comprise the "modes" of an over-all "multimodal" distribution, 
from which the samples are considered to have been drawn. Attention 
is directed at estimating, explicitly or implicitly, parameters of this 
"multimodal" distribution defining the partition. As is to be expected, 
nonsupervised adaptation cannot be uniquely achieved for arbitrary 
distributions. But where there is adequate probability structure to the 
problem, the partition can be unique. There are many eases for which 
this is possible. Of special importance is the two-category case where the 
distributions are translates of one another, but have general functional 
form, and further interest centers on the cases where the distributions 
are finitely parameterized. Much simplification is achieved byonly par- 
tial prior knowledge of the probability structure of the problem, e.g., the 
mean of one of the distributions. However, major interest in this paper 
centers on the situations where there is no prior knowledge of any of 
the distributional parameters. 
I I I .  ONE-D IMENSIONAL NORMAL D ISTR IBUT IONS 
In this section we treat the problem where we have m samples each 
from one of two categories having (initially unknown) univariate nor- 
real distributions differing only in their means. From these samples we 
wish to determine the decision threshold, which for the minimum-error- 
probability criterion is the mean of the two means. The two population 
distributions are : 
pj(x) = N(uj  , 2)  _ 1 e -(1/2~2)(~-~j)' , j = 1, 2. (1) 
In the usual supervised approach it is known that particular sets of mj 
samples {zk °')} are from the j th category, where m = m~ ~- m2. The 
category means are estimated with the sample mean, 
d (2) ~j  = - -  
~ny k=1 
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and the threshold is estimated 
= ½ (~1 + ~2). (3) 
The estimator ~ is unbiased with variance 
Var = ~ (4) 
n 4ml(m--  *nl " 
Considering that the a priori distribution of ml is binomial, the expected 
variance of ~ is obtained by averaging (4) according to ml so distributed 
(where for ml = 0 or ml = m we average in the value 2 + a2, this con- 
tribution vanishing for large m). The expected variance is greater than 
(r2/rn, reaching it asymptotically as m gets large. 
~ONSUPERVISED 
The purpose of this paper is to show how effectively the problem can 
be tackled when we know nothing of the identity of the samples,but 
merely that we have m samples drawn in some fashion from the two 
categories. We can view the problem as one in which we have m samples 
from a bimodal distribution for which we wish to estimate the mean ~, 
which is what in effect was done in the supervised case. Expressed in 
terms of its component (unimodal) normal distributions, the resultant 
bimodal distribution is 
p(x) = ½ [N(ul, ~) + N(u2, a~)] 
(5) 
1 -(1/2~2)~ e-(li2~:)(~-,)~ cosh [(a/z2)(x ~)], - -  e 
where ~ = u~ - a = Ul -t- a. The term bimodal is loosely used here to 
describe an over-all distribution comprising two distinctunimodal dis- 
tributions. Strictly speaking, the bimodal form of the over-all distribu- 
tion does not become evident unless t u~ - ull > 2z, for component 
normal distributions. 
In terms of the m samples {zk}, the simplest estimate of the mean is 
the sample mean 
= - zk .  (6 )  
m k=l 
The distribution of this unbiased estimator is asymptotically normal, 
and for any m its variance is 
Var = (1 /m)(¢  2 -k 2 )  = (a2/m)(1 q_ ~/2), (7) 
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where ~ = I a l/a is a signal-to-noise ratio, which in effect is a measure 
of the separation of the category means in units of standard eviation. 
Measures of performance (probabilities of error) are all functions 
specifically of % 
The sample mean (6) converges for all values of signal-to-noise ratio, 
and it is especially effective for small values. In fact, for 7 < 1 the sample 
mean has variance little different from the minimum variance achieved 
asymptotically by the maximum-likelihood estimator. For ~, < ~,this 
difference becomes negligible. 
It is interesting, and at first surprising, to note that for finite m and 
small y the (nonsupervised) sample mean can be better than the usual 
supervised solution of Eq. (3). For example, as ~/goes to zero, the over- 
all distribution becomes in effect a single unimodal normal, for which 
we desire the mean. The best estimator is then the sample mean. For 
given ml and ms not equal, the usual supervised solution has a greater 
variance, as given in (4). Its expected variance is also greater than that 
of the sample mean, only reaching it asymptotically asm goes to infinity. 
The variance of the sample mean can be less than the supervised also 
for ~ greater than zero, but small; although for ~/ > 0 the limiting 
expected supervised variance will be minimal. 
The sample mean lends itself simply for adaptive updating wherein 
all that need be remembered is the latest estimate and the number m. 
Denoting by ~m the estimate based on m samples, an additional sample 
zm+l is incorporated, 
m* . ~m "OF Zm+l 
~,~+~-  (8) 
m+l  
Although the maximum-likelihood estimator is not readily obtained in 
explicit form, its examination is of interest. For all parameters unknown, 
the solutions are discussed in Appendix I. For only ~ unknown, the maxi- 
mum-likelihood estimator is obtained from solution of (9). 
= zk -- - tanh [(a/~ 2) (z~ - ~)].  (9) 
The asymptotic variance for the maximum-likelihood estimator isderived 
in Appendix II, and is portrayed graphically in terms of ~, in Fig. 1. 
One observes that for small -y or for very large ~, the asymptotic variance 
approaches a2/m, which is as good as is obtained asymptotically for the 
fully supervised case. And even for the least favorable % the variance 
is less than 2(~2/m. 
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FIG. 1. Variance curves (versus ~/) in units of a2/m 
For small 7 the sample mean is near optimum. Although it is also 
good for large % we could do better there with the maximum-likelihood 
estimator. Although the latter cannot be eonveniently obtained ex- 
plicitly, for large 1, it can be closely approximated rather easily. For 
large % 
tanh [(a/z 2) (z~ -- ~)] is =t= 1with high probability. 
Equation (9) is then effectively 
3= 1 ~z~ I " IH ,  (10) 
'/'/7, 4=1 m 
where H is the difference between the number of {zk} greater than ~ and 
the number less than ~. H can be determined by remembering all {zk} 
and by comparing them with 
~n k~l  
When a is not known, then it can be estimated from 
-- £ At 1 [zk--• l, 
] a l m - 1 k=l 
which is then used in (10). 
A convenient measure for deciding whether the signal-to-noise ratio 
is large is the kurtosis 3' expressed simply in terms of the second and 
fourth central moments. 
E [(x -- t~)'] (11) 
= {E[(x - ~)211~. 
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For the normal component distributions treated here, 
# = 1+2(1+ 2~2)(1 + 2)-2 = 3 -  2y4(1 + 2) -2  (12) 
Inversion of (12) leads to 
_ 3 -- /~ [1 + V/2/(3 -- /~)] (13) 
"Y #- I  
Figure 2 portrays fl versus ~. Strictly speaking the kurtosis defined in 
(11) is used to indicate an aspect of the shape of a unimodal distribu- 
tion, and our application of it here to a bimodal distribution is one of 
mathematical convenience, since it is a measure of % dependent only 
upon the relative values of a and z, not on their specific values. The 
first, second, and fourth sample moments are used for estimating #, 
and the simplicity inherent in updating of sample moments, as in (8) for 
the sample mean, is achieved. 
The estimator of (10) introduces a correction term to the sample 
nman and thereby tends to remove the uncertainty arising from 
the disparity in the division of the samples between the categories. A
variation on (10) is to determine the sample mean; then having re- 
tained all of the samples, obtain the mean of all of the samples on each 
side, and take as revised threshold the mean of these two means, thereby 
simulating a supervised solution. This latter procedure can be effected 
sequentially whereby each sample as it occurs is assigned and then used 
to modify the threshold, In one form or another such a nonlinear ap- 
proach has been taken by a number of researchers. At any given stage 
of adaptation the threshold value for the sequential nonlinear method 
~0 
2.0 
1.0 l I I I ¥ 
} ,0  2 ,0  3 .0  4 ,0  
FIG. 2. ~ versus 5' for normal  d istr ibut ions 
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is a function of the order in which the samples occurred (or were proc- 
essed) in contrast o the linear estimation (of the updated sample 
mean) for which such ordering is irrelevant. The nonlinear sequential 
method could proceed in several possible ways for initially determining 
the threshold. Initially the threshold could be the mean of the first two 
samples. Or it could be taken as the mean of the first K samples (or 
perhaps of their two extreme members). Thereafter the two running 
means determine the updated threshold. Transients arising because of 
incorrect assigmnent of early samples can be discounted byweighted 
averaging. 
The variance of the threshold estimator is of course important only to 
the extent it degrades the performance, in that the uncertainty in the 
threshold increases the expected probability of error. For large -/ the 
(discrimination) error probability is negligible, and the larger variance 
of some threshold estimators may not be important. Comparison of the 
variances of the various estimators then serves merely to order their 
relative values, although perhaps the differences in actual performance 
may be marginal. But if the best performance is required, then what is 
of interest is the actual degradation caused by the threshold uncertainty, 
and this can be determined. 
Before concluding our discussion of the univariate case, we comment 
on the sample median. The well known relation for the asymptotic 
variance of the sample median is [4mp2(~)] -~. Substitution of (5) leads 
to determination f the ratio of the asymptotic variance of the sample 
median to the variance of the sample mean. This relative variance is 
71" e "y2 
R - ~ (1 + .y2~"  (14) 
At ~, = 0 it is 7r/2, as expected for the normal distribution. It increases 
to infinity with % but the sample median is nevertheless convergent for 
all ~,. 
IV. n-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Two spherically symmetric multivariate normal distributions dif- 
fering only in location are of course optimally partitioned with a hyper- 
plane which is the perpendicular bisector of the line connecting the two 
means. Defining this plane by a vector v perpendicular to it and by a 
point in it, e.g., t~, an unknown x is assigned to one of the categories 
according as (vtx - p) is greater or less than zero, where the threshold p
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is equal to v'~. Such a decision procedure could of course be achieved 
by passing signal x through a filter having reverse impulse response v, 
and comparing the output with threshold p, where time function equiva- 
lents of these vectors could be considered. Although v can be normal- 
ized, it can be defined in terms of the component means as v = (u2 -- u l ) ,  
1 i I and p = (~)(us us - ul u,). A supervised solution is obtained from the 
sample means of the two component distributions. 
As in the univariate ease, the nonsupervised approach involves ex- 
amination of the over-all bi-moodal distribution, which for component 
normal distributions is 
p(x) - 1 (2x-)'m (~'~ {exp [ -- ( 1/2~ 2)~',~] }. { exp [ -- (1/2~ 2) (x -- t ' ) '  
(15) 
• (x  - -  ~)]} eosh [(1/~2)~'(x - ~)] 
where, analagous to the univariate case, t' = ul + ~ = us - ~. (Here, 
the indexing of ul and u2 is arbitrary, since all that we know is that there 
are two component distributions. Therefore any relationships we develop 
would not prescribe the algebraic sign for ~, i.e., they are applicable to 
=k~. Therefore, for convenience, we shall arbitrarily select the first co- 
ordinate of ~, that is a l ,  as being positive, and the relationships of the 
other coordinates follow.) (We might note that in practice in dealing 
with estimated parameters, it would be better to instead arbitrarily 
treat the largest ai as being positive, and this in fact should be assumed 
wherever al is used as a reference for determining the other coordinates 
of ~.) What the problem boils down to then is estimation of the mean ~ and 
determination of the principal axis of the bimodal distribution. The latter 
is equivalent to determination of the principal component or to determina- 
tion of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the over-all 
covariance matrix. 
The sample mean is determined 
=1 
An especially simple situation arises when the mean of one of the con> 
ponent distributions is known, say ul .  Then ~ is simply ({, -- Ul). Of 
course fi2 is then (2~ - ul). When ul = 0, this reduces to he signal 
detection problem wherein we wish to decide whether or not signal is 
present. 
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For the general case where  both category means  are unknown (as is z), 
we  estimate the over-all covariance matrix B, where  
_ 1 ~ (z~ -- ~) (z~ -- ~,)'. (17) 
m--  1~=1 
If the component distributions each had a general covarianee matrix 
X, then in terms of the vector ~, 
B = ~'  + x,  (18) 
or in terms of the matrix elements and the vector components, 
bij = aia~ + 0.i j .  (19) 
For the spherically symmetric case treated in this section, ~ is diagonal 
with equal elements z 2. The discussion here is in terms of the relationships 
among the true parameters, and, in practice, parameters determined in
terms of the sample mean and sample covarianee matrix should of 
course be overscored with circumflex to indicate that they are es- 
timates. 
One would like to avoid the formidable task of solving the charac- 
teristic equation for all of the eigenvalues, selecting he largest, and 
determining its corresponding eigenvector by solving n simultaneous 
equations. Classic iterative techniques (Faddeeva, 1959) lead directly 
to (generally rapidly convergent) simultaneous determination of the 
largest eigenvalue and its eigenvector. However, we can dispense with 
the above and instead take advantage of the special symmetry of the 
ellipsoid representing the matrix B, for which there is a largest eigen- 
value ~1, and where the remaining ones are all equal and of value },2 • 
We then note that 
2 (20) 
~2 ~ 0".  
To  determine 0" we obtain ~2, and  this can be expressed in terms of the 
coefficients of the characteristic equation wh ich  is an  nth order poly- 
nomial  equation 
(--1)~-~T~¢ = 0. (21) 
k=0 
The coefficients { Tk} are invariant under diagonalization f B, and they 
are each sums of determinants of some of the submatrices of B; e.g., 
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T~ = 1 and To = ]B ]. The ones of special interest o us are T,_~ and 
T~-2. T~_~ is the Trace, whereby 
T~-i = ~ b~ (22) 
i=1 
and 
T~_, = X, + (n -- 1)a=. (23) 
T~_2 is the sum of all 2 X 2 determinants defined on the diagonal, 
= - -  b~)  ½~"~ (b i lb j~-  ~ = boO, (24) 
i=1 j=i-I-1 i=1 5=1 
and 
T~_2 = (n -- 1)},1h2 -4- (½)(n - 1)(n -- 2)M 2. (25) 
Solution of (23) and (25) leads to 
~2 -- T"~-I <1 -- 11 -- (n--~l) ~_] j n (26) 
2 2 From (19) and (20) we obtain b ,  = a~ 2 -4- z = ai -4- X~, or 
2 
a~ = bi~ - }~2 , i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  (27) 
Taking al positive, the algebraic signs of the {a~} are obtained by examin- 
ing the first column of B and choosing for a~ the same sign as ba.  Then 
a is determined, and v can be equated to ~. Should we want to normalize 
v and obtain direction cosines, these are 
/¢.  2X~--l/2 
li = ai  ~=2%l a j  ) . (28) 
There is an alternative and even simpler set of relationships for de- 
termining ~, and we comment upon it here. For n ~ 3, simultaneous 
solution of b2i, bn, and b3~ (where b~j = a ia i )  for oti gives 
2 b2i bn (29) 
ai - ba~ 
where we take the positive root. Then a~ is 
a~ = b~,/a~ . (30) 
(For n = 2, simultaneous solution of the three equations of (18) gives 
the desired palameters.) Various permutations of these relations lead 
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to other expressions. For example, each of the a~ can be found from ex- 
pressions equivalent to (29), where (30) is then used only to determine 
sign. A disadvantage of this alternate method is that when we are work- 
ing with estimated parameters rather than with the true ones, error in 
estimating al is carried forth toward all the other estimates. And, in 
fact, if al were not one of the larger components, the estimates of (30) 
could be greatly in error. Note that the main method finds ~2, (26), in 
terms of coefficients which are functions of estimates of many elements 
in the eovariance matrix. This reliable estimate of h2 is then used in 
(27) to estimate ach component al independently of the others. 
We have treated two arbitrary means. In conventional communi- 
cations problems where we deal with equal energy signals which are 
either anticorrelated or orthogonal, some simplification can result. For 
anticorrelated signals, for example, the mean is zero, a priori. For or- 
thogonal signals a is perpendicular to ~. 
The sample mean and the sample covariance matrix converge for all 
% where ~, = I ~ I/~. For large % as in the univariate case, more rapid 
convergence can be achieved with nonlinear estimation techniques. We 
will not delve into this subject now, but might just point out that, for 
large ~, initial estimation of the partitioning hyperplane based upon the 
first few samples erves to divide these samples into two distinct rela- 
tively tight clumps. Essentially then invoking a supervised-type so- 
lution, the mean of each clump is estimated and the perpendicular 
bisecting plane (of the line of means) is taken as the boundary. Subse- 
quent samples are classified, and then used to up-date the estimates. 
V.  GENERAL COVARIANCE.MATRIX 
Having treated the case where the category distributions were 
spherically symmetric, we now briefly touch upon the ellipsoidally 
symmetric ase, i.e., the component covariance matrices are general. 
For category distributions which are normal or which are of a form 
whereby the sample mean and sample covariance matrix converge, the 
following techniques are applicable. The optimal partitioning hyperplane 
is defined by the mean tJ, and by its perpendicular vector v, where 
v = 2~-1~. Therefore, in general, we need to determine these parameters. 
We examine different cases of varying generality. For all of them we 
need the sample mean ~. 
When ~ is known and uz is known (or is zero), then ~, is enough, 
since a = (¢, -- u~). For the remaining cases, we need, however, to 
determine ]~, although not necessarily completely. 
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2 When ~ is known, then from (19), ai = bl l  - -  ~rii .  Choosing al 
positive, the sign of a~ is obtained from ai~l = hi1 -- ~1.  Other combi- 
nations of (19) could also be used for solution here. 
When only u~ is known (or is zero), then ~ is found from ~ = ~ - Ul, 
and ~# = b~j -- a~ai. 
We now consider that  ~, ul ,  and us are all unknown. When the 
component random variates of the component distributions are un- 
correlated, i.e., when I: is diagonal, then ~ is determined as in (29) and 
2 (30), and ~,  = b,  - -  a i .  
Consider now that  x represents n samples from a stat ionary process. 
Then 2: has only n unique elements, and all elements of the principal 
diagonal are equal, as are elements of each diagonal parallel to it. 
That  is, letting the elements of the first eolunm be r0, r l ,  • • ", r~_~, we 
have the relation z~i = rlj-~l • To assist in the solution we make use of 
the fourth eentral moment  for the univariate marginal distribution, say 
the kth one. Denoting this moment  with Ckk, we present a solution here 
for the ease where the two component distributions are normal. Not ing 
that  the marginal kurtosis in the kth coordinate direction is the ratio of 
Ckk, where 
• 2 2 4 ck~ = 3~kk + 6~kk~ + c~k, (31) 
to the square of bk~, where 
2 (32) bkk = o~k + ~r~k, 
we obtain the corresponding 7~ in terms of the kurtosis f~k as in (13). 
2 Substitution of ~,k 2 ak /~ in (32) then yields 
~k~ - bkk (33) 
1 + "~"  
For the stat ionary process, ~ = z~i = ro ,  and substituting r0 in (32), 
2 a~ = b ,  -- r0. To simplify notation for the purpose of exposition, 
assume k = 1. Then determine algebraic sign of a~ and a~ from exami- 
nation of 
a~(a~ -- ~)  = (b~-  b~), (34) 
obtained from elimination of rl in b~ = alO~2 "~ r l  and b~: = alOg3 -t- r l  , 
Choosing a, positive, the signs of a, and aa become apparent in (34). 
Then r~ is determined, with which the signs of the remaining {ad are 
determined from {b~}, for i = j + 1. Now the remaining {rj} can be 
determined from {b~i}. 
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Finally, consider a fully general matrix I~. From (31 ), (32), and (33), 
¢~ is obtained, and then from (32) the magnitude of a~ is determined. 
However, solution of (19) for ¢~j, i ¢ j, and for the algebraic sign of 
a~ is not unique. Additional relationships must be invoked to obtain 
unique solution for these latter quantities. 
HILL-CLIMBING 
We point out an empirical method for obtaining the optimal plane. 
Consider all possible hyperplanes passing through the over-all mean. 
Consider aparticular plane defined by its perpendicular vector v~ having 
(univariate) kurtosis ~d, corresponding to 7d • The optimum plane cor- 
responding to vector v has a signal-to-noise ratio 7 which is maximal, 
and therefore a kurtosis which is minimal. Therefore, using a hill-climbing 
(or in this case, descending) technique, ~ is evaluated for a particular 
• d, and the hyperplane orientation is altered so that ~ is decreased, until 
the minimum is found. This procedure is not confined to the normal dis- 
tributions, since we make use of the fact only that fl is a monotonically 
decreasing function of 7, and knowledge of the actual functional rela- 
tionship is not needed. The hill-climbing technique could of course be 
much simplified for the spherically symmetric cases, whereby bad is evalu- 
ated and the hyperplane r oriented until the maximum is found. 
VI. OTHER MONOTONE DISTRIBUTIONS 
As shown elsewhere (Cooper, 1962, 1963), the hyperplane is the 
boundary form optimally partitioning the sample space when the two 
multivariate distributions are ellipsoidally symmetric and monotone, 
and differ from each other only in location. A monotone distribution, of 
which the normal is one example, is one whose density functiotl is 
unimodal and monotonically decreasing away from the central location, 
which for such a symmetric distribution coincides with the mean, 
median, and mode. So long as the distributions are ellipsoidal monotone, 
the hyperplane boundary is defined solely in terms of the individual 
means and the common covariance matrix. The hyperplane passes 
through the point ~, and is defined by the vector ~, = ~-~(u2 -- u~). 
Much of the discussion of the preceding sections carries forth then to 
monotone distributions which are spherically or ellipsoidally symmetric, 
the univariate case of Section III being included. 
Actually, the treatment ofthe last sections applies to general monotone 
distributions with some qualifications. Included among the classes of 
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monotone distributions are ones for which the second moment does not 
exist and even for which the mean exists only in a restricted sense. 
Such distributions, described in terms of location and scale parameters, 
nevertheless still lead to a hyperplane boundary. Examples of such 
distributions are multivariate xtensions of the Pearson Type VII 
distributions of low power parameter, a special case of which is the 
univariate Cauchy distribution. For these latter distributions, the lo- 
cation and scale parameters can be determined with the methods of 
order statistics; as, for example, determining the location with the 
sample median. There are cases, also, where the moments of interest 
exist but where the corresponding sample moments do not converge, 
and, here too, recourse is had to estimation methods involving order 
statistics, as described in the aforementioned references. 
Certain of the discussions of the previous sections were developed 
solely for normal distributions; e.g., the maximum-likelihood develop- 
ment comprising Eqs. (9) and (10) and the first two Appendices. The 
specific expressions for kurtosis are also specifically for the normal. 
However, where the functional forms are known, appropriate relations 
between V and fl can be used, and even where no such knowledge is 
available, fl can be used as an estimate for deciding whether or not ~, is 
large. For any of the monotone distributions ~decreases monotonically 
with v from a positive value to 1 when V approaches infinity. The 
initial value of ~ for ~, = 0 is 1.8 for a rectangular distribution, 3 for 
normal, and could be infinite (as, for example, for Pearson Type VII 
with low power parameter). For a number of types of distributions, 
such as Pearson Type II, when n is large the marginals are essentially 
normal, and the earlier kurtosis expression could be used directly/ In 
any event, for any of the distributions, a ~ of 1.3, for example, would 
correspond to high v. 
A spherically symmetric distribution with finite variance can repre- 
sent, for example, a signal uj corrupted with additive noise, represented 
by the spherical distribution with zero mean. The n components of a 
vector (x - us) are uncorrelated, and can represent uniformly spaced 
time samples of the noise process which is stationary and band-limited 
at twice the reciprocal of the sampling interval. The correlation function 
of such a noise process is the sine function, and the power spectral 
density is band-limited and white. This correlation and spectral property 
is not, incidentally, confined to monotone noise, and depends only upon 
the spherical symmetry. 
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VII. GENERAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
In the previous ections, it was shown that rather extensive classes of 
probabilistic pattern recognition models were amenable to nonsupervised 
adaptive detection. We now show that there is a general class, which 
includes the ones already treated, for which similar results are true. 
This is the class for which the two category prior probabilities are equal 
and for which the distribution functions of the two categories differ only 
in location. The partitioning of the sample space appropriate to this 
class will in most cases involve complicated boundaries. 0nly in certain 
cases, including those discussed previously, will the partitioning bound- 
ary be a hyperplane. 
In the interest of clarity, the proofs and discussion for this section 
deal only with 1-dimensional sample spaces. However, similar results 
can be shown to hold in n-dimensional spaces. Denote the cumulative 
distribution functions for categories 1 and 2 by F(x + ~) and F(x - a), 
respectively. (In this section the term distribution function refers to 
the cumulative distribution function and is defined for a random w, riable 
z by F(x) = P{z < x}, where P{ } denotes the probability of the 
event within the brackets.) F(x) is the distribution function for a 
random variable having mean tt, and 2a is the relative translation of 
distributions 1 and 2. Since it is not known whether an observation is
one of category 1 or category 2, it can be considered as an observation 
of a population having distribution function G(x), where 
G(x) = (½)[F(x + a) + F(x - a)]. 
The statistical properties of sequences of independent observations of 
this population are the properties of the sequence of independent 
identically distributed random variables {z~}, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,  where 
z~ has the distribution function G(x). We shall be dealing with real- 
valued functions Fro(x) and G,~(x) and with complex-valued functions 
gin(s) of the real variables x and s. These functions are determined by 
the first m members of {zi}. 
In terms of {z~}, F(x), G(x), and the sequences {Fro(x)} and {gin(s)}, 
our first theorem is: 
THEOREM 1. I f  a is known, the sequence of random variables {z~} 
uniquely determines a sequence of random .functions {Fro(x)} having the 
property that 
P{l im sup I Fm(x) - F(x)[ = 0} = 1. 
m~ °o - -~<x<~ 
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Note that F(x) is completely general here; no restrictions are placed 
upon it. 
Let f(s) be the characteristic function associated with the distribution 
function F(x). Our second theorem is: 
THEOREM 2. The sequence ofrandom ~ariables lzi} uniquely determines 
a sequence of random complex functions lg,,(s)} having the property that 
for any bounded interval [ -S ,  S] on the real line 
P{ lira sup I cos(sa)f(s) - g,~(s) l = 0} = 1. 
The above proofs are constructive, i.e., specific estimators are exhibited. 
It is helpful to use the engineering feeling developed for stochastic 
processes and view the sequence {z~} as a discrete parameter stochastic 
process. Then a sequence of observations i a sample function of the 
process and is identified, by an element a of the underlying probability 
space, as Zl(W), z~(w), - . . ,  zm (~), • ... Correspondingly, the previously 
introduced functions Fro(x), Gin(x), and g,~(s) determined by the sample 
function identified by a will be denoted F,~(~; x), G,~(~; x), and gm(o~; s). 
Theorem 1, for example, can be restated as: 
i f  a is known, then almost every sample function {z~(w)} uniquely 
determines a sequence {F,~(o~; x)} which converges toF(x) uniformly in x. 
A similar restatement of Theorem 2 can be made.  
The  engineering interest in a result such as Theorem 1 is that it 
implies the weaker  result: If a is known,  then for any  e, ~ > 0, there 
exists an integer M such that m ~ ~I  implies 
P I  sup !F~(x)  - ~(~) j  < o} > 1 - ~. 
Hence, if a is known, by taking a sufficiently large number of obser- 
vations of the over~all population, F(x) can be arbitrarily closely 
estimated. 
We shall show heuristically how in many cases of interest use can be 
made of Theorem 2 for estimating an unknown a. Corresponding to 
F(x ~ ~) ~ F(x -- a) = 2G(x) is an equation of characteristic func- 
tions, namely, ~f(s )  + eider(s) = 2g(s), which reduces to cos(as)f@) 
= g(s), where g(s) is the characteristic function associated with G(x). 
In order that a be uniquely determined by g(s), it is necessary that 
consideration be restricted to a class 5: of distribution functions having 
the property that if f(s) and ](s) are characteristic functions for distri~ 
bution functions belonging to 5 = then 
cos(~s) f ( s )  = cos (~s) ] (s )  
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implies ~ -- a. Equivalently, it is necessary that consideration be re- 
stricted to a class ff having the property that if F(x) and F(x) belong 
to 5:, then 
F(x + ~) + F(x -- a) = F(x + a) + F(x -- a) implies a = a. 
It is apparent that g(s) has zeroes wherever cos(as) has zeroes. If the 
zeroes of f(s) are neither periodic nor too many, then examination of 
the zeroes of g(s) can provide a simple method for the determination of
a. As g(s) is not known a priori, Theorem 2 is brought o bear, and in 
many cases of interest examination of gin(s) will provide an estimator 
which converges to a. If F(x) is continuous, then an estimator con- 
vergent o a with probability 1 can be used in place of a in Theorem 1. 
Before proceeding with the proofs, an application of the preceding 
theorems to optimum detector or sample space partition estimation is 
briefly pointed out. Suppose a were known, F(x) were continuous, and, 
as would be the case in most problems of engineering interest, the 
optimum partition for the line consisted of a finite number, say K or 
fewer, of points. Then the partitioning points occur at the extrema of 
the function F(x -- a) -- F(x + a). An estimator F,~(x -- a) -- 
Fm(x + a) uniformly convergent in x is constructible by Theorem 1. 
Examination of the points of occurrence of the extrema of this function 
provides a convergent K point estimator for the optimum partition. 
We proceed with a proof of Theorem 1. Let Gm(~; x) be the empirical 
distribution function of the m statistically independent observations 
zl(~), " " ,  zm(~0) of the population having distribution function G(x). 
By this is meant that 
x)  --  L D[x - 
where D[x-- z~(~0)] = 0 if x < zi(~) 
= 1 if x>z i (~) .  
Thus, G~(~; x) is a step function having positive jumps of size 1/m at 
the observations. By the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem, 
P{ lim sup [Gm(x) - G(x) l = 0} = 1; (35) 
m-~:¢ --~o<x<¢¢ 
G~(x)  is a convergent estimator for G(x).  The structure of the remainder 
of the proof consists of first showing that if G(x) is generated by some 
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unknown distribution function F(x) ,  then, given G(x), a solution of the 
equation 
F(x + a) -~/~(x - a) = 2G(x) (36) 
for F(x) can be found. A function H~(~; x) is obtained by rep]acing all 
occurrences of G(x) in the solution of (36) by Gm(~; x), and it is then 
shown that the convergence of G~(~; x) to G(x) (Eq. (35)) as m 
becomes large ensures the convergence of Hm(w; x) to F(x). Finally, 
Hm(~; x) is modified and a convergent estimate Fm(~o; x), which is 
itself a distribution function and satisfies Theorem 1, is arrived at. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a is lcnown, then 
c~ 
Z(-1)~+~2e[x- (2k- 1)~] (37) 
k=l 
converges to the distribution funcgon F(x ) which gave rise to G( x ). The 
convergence is uniform in x on left semi-infinite intervals (i.e. intervals of 
the form ( -- ~ , ~] with ~ finite). 
PnOOF: Choose any point ~ on the real line. Since F(x) is a solution 
of Eq. (36), it follows that 
3" 
J 
= ~(- -1)k+~/F[x -~- a -- (2k -- 1)a] + F[x -- a -- (2k -- 1)a]} 
= F(x) ~- (--1)~'+~F(x -- 2ja). 
But F(x) a distribution function implies that F(x -- 2ja) --~ 0 as j  --+ ~. 
Hence, (37) converges to F(x) uniformly in x, x E ( -  ~,  ~]. 
A similar convergent series of translates of G~(w; x) provides an 
estimator for F(x), namely, 
H~(~;  x)  = ~( -1 )~+~2~[~;  x - (2k - ~)~]. (38) 
Function (38) is well defined since for each x only a finite number of 
summands of (38) are nonzero. Other characteristics pertinent o the 
proof are that (38) is bounded above by its first term, 2G,~[~; x -- a], 
and is nonnegative since G~(w; x) is a distribution function. 
Appendix I I I  contains a proof of the fact that for almos~ every 
Hm(~; x) converges to F(x) uniformly in x ( - -~  < x < ~)  as m 
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becomes large. Let z'~(~) denote the largest of the first m observations. 
An estimator which is a distribution function and satisfies Theorem I is 
obtained from H~(e; x), as 
(rain{sup Hm(¢o; y), 1}, for x _-< z'~(w);~ 
F,~(~;x) = [41 , ~=<~ ~ (39) 
for x > z~(~) J
Note that for each m and for all x ( - ~ < x < ~ ) only a finite number  
of summands of (38) appear in (39). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is almost immediate. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let 
gm(~; s) = f e "~ da,~(~; x) .  
From the proof of Theorem 1, for almost all ~, Gm(~; x) converges to 
G(x) completely (pointwise, and the variation of Gm(~; x) converges 
to the variation of G(x)) .  Hence (see Loire, 1960, p. 191, Theorems B
and C) for such ~, g~(o~; s) converges to g(s) uniformly in s on every 
finite interval [ -S ,  S]. That is, for any positive number S, 
P l l im sup ]gm(s) -- g(s)[ = 0} -- 1. 
m->~ s E [--~,S] 
VIII. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
As was illustrated in Section VII, the characteristic function is of 
value in determining whether knowledge of the over-all distribution is 
sufficient for uniquely specifying the individual distributions and the 
optimum decision rule. In addition, the empirical characteristic flmction, 
g~(s), is of use in many situations for estimating some of the parameters 
necessary for determining the optimum decision rule. 
We briefly point out a few of the pertinent relationships involving 
characteristic functions. Denoting the over-all characteristic function 
by g ( s ), the two category characteristic functions by f~ (s ) and f2 (s), and 
the prior probabilities of categories 1 and 2 by q and (1 -- q), we have 
the equation g(s) = qfi(s) + (1 - q)f~(s). If p~(x) = p3(x + ~) and 
p~(x) = p3(x - a), this becomes g(s) = [qe -i"'s + (1 - q)ei~'s]f(s), 
where f(s)  is the characteristic function associated with p~(x). Lastly, 
if q = ½, the above equation reduces to g(s) = cos(~'s)f(s). 
IX .  UNEQUAL PR IOR PROBABIL IT IES  
The linear statistical estimation procedures can be simply modified to 
treat the case for which the prior probabilities are unequal, where the 
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a priori probabil ity of category 1 is q. We illustrate this here for the 
spherical distributions of Section IV. The decision boundary parameters 
are defined in terms of the four distribution parameters u l ,  u2, ~, and q, 
which can be readily estimated in terms of central sample moments. By 
any of the previous methods, we estimate the over-all mean ~ and the 
two eigenvalues and the prineipal eigenveetor of the over-all eovariance 
matrix B. The normalized principal eigenveetor is denoted with %,  
where 1%1 -- 1. Denoting components in the direction of % with sub- 
script p, the component of a sample x in this direction is y~ = x 'e , .  
Representing the third central moment  with q~, we make use of the 
following four equations: 
X2 = 2 (40) 
.~ = qul, + (1 - q)u2, (41) 
xl  = J + q(1  - q ) (u2 ,  - u~,) ~ (42) 
¢~ -- q(1 -- q)(1 -- 2q)(u2v -- u~p) 3. (43) 
In  terms of these the parameters of interest are: 
= VX~ (44) 
q = B \4(x~ ~ x~)VJ J j (45) 
u~, -- , ,  -- (1 -- q)[(M -- X:)/q(1 -- q)]I/2 (46) 
u2p = ~ -t- q[(X~ -- X~)/q(1 -- q)]l/:. (47) 
In  practice we of course use estimates, i.e., ~t I , ~k2, ~p,  and q~. 
For normal distributions the minimal-error-probabil ity partit ion is a 
hyperplane defined by its perpendicular vector % and including the 
point s = t* -- 6ep, where 
(r log . (48) 0-  (u~ ul~) 
An alternative and simpler solution, along the lines of Eqs. (29) and 
(30), is obtained directly from some of the elements of B and from q~l, 
the univariate third central moment  in the first coordinate direction. 
Taking t = u2 -- ~ and s = ul -- t*, and defining Ki  ---- b31b2{b3~, we 
obtain: h = (¢1/2K~) -t- [@bl/2Ki) 2 -~- K111/2; ty / l l  = by~/bik, ]c ~ j or 1; 
q = h2/(K~ + t12); 2 = b~ -- K~ ;s  = -- t(1 -- q)/q, this latter relation 
corresponding to t and s being the + and -- solutions to the first 
equation. 
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X. MULTIPLE-CATEGORY 
Briefly examining the multiple-category case, suppose we have J 
spherically symmetric (normal) distributions differing only in location. 
Equations can be set up in terms of the estimated parameters for ob- 
taining the hyperplane partitions. Actually the information to be de- 
termined is the location of the means themselves. Suppose the J means  
define a (J -- l)-dimensional hyperplane, i.e., the difference vectors 
between one of the means with each of the others are linearly inde- 
pendent. We begin by obtaining the sample mean and the sample co- 
variance matrix of the over-all "mult imodal" distribution. All of the 
discriminatory information is contained in the hyperplane defined by 
the means. The  n X n covariance matrix will have positive real eigen- 
values kl, k2, • •., k~, listed in decreasing value, where the smallest one, 
k j, is of multiplicity (n - J + i). The  hyperplane of the means is 
defined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the (J - I) largest eigen- 
values. 
Suppose we did not know J. It can be determined by finding the 
smallest eigenvalue and evaluating its multiplicity. There are a number 
of well known techniques for finding Xj and its multiplicity, e.g., an 
iterative method on the inverse of the matrix leads to X~. Repeated 
iterations or testing of derivatives of the characteristic polynomial will 
reveal the multiplicityl Actually, by this method, we can determine 
the number of categories present, from a large sample set, when the 
component distributions differ among themselves only in location and 
are all spherically symmetric (not necessarily monotone), and have 
finite fourth moments. We postpone further treatment of the non- 
supervised multiple-category case to a future paper. 
XI. TIME-VARYING STATISTICS 
There are situations where the statistics of the categories change with 
time. It  is then desirable to have an adaptive detector which will keep 
pace with these changes and remain near optimum. In the following 
paragraph we illustrate, with an example, a procedure for converting 
previously discussed nonsupervised adaptive detectors to ones suitable 
for slowly time-varying statistics. While the statistics are time-varying 
slowly the detector will track and remain near optimum, and if sudden 
changes occur the detector will commence adaptation immediately. 
Tracking capability can be achieved in several ways which we illustrate 
in terms of modification of the sample mean. For example, Eq. (6) can 
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be modified so that the summation is taken over the K most recent 
samples. A drawback of this procedure is that K samples must at ali 
times be stored. To circumvent this, an exponential type of weighting 
can be used. Two modifications of (8) which achieve this are: replace 
m with mO, where 0 < 0 < 1, to obtain ~m+l = (m~m + z~+l)/(mO + 1 ) ; 
or replace m with K (made only if m >= K) to obtain ~+1 = 
(K#~ + zm+~)/(K + 1). The last two procedures allow for continuous 
updating of the estimate, yet need only the limited memory requirement 
of the usual sample mean. Replacement of m with K is good for the 
time-varying case, where K can be chosen to allow for satisfactory 
tracking. The me substitution effects a weighting which is significant for 
a progressively greater number of sanlples, and therefore, although not 
well suited for the time-varying case, is good for the stationary case 
where we wish to eliminate the initial transients in the "learning," as 
discussed at the end of Section III. 
XI I .  REMARKS 
Some of the techniques which have been presented are simple and yet 
would perform near optimally. Others are presented as existence state- 
ments to show that there is adequate information present o obtain a 
solution, and a solution is presented, although it may not necessarily 
be especially simple to implement. Space limitations prevented a more 
exhaustive treatment of some of the topics, such as the case of different 
prior probabilities for Section VII. Various ramifications of some of the 
ideas discussed could undoubtedly lead to improvements. 
For the cases treated where the hyperplane boundary is :optimum for 
the minimum-error-probability criterion, it also optimally satisfies the 
.~finimax criterion, because of the symmetries involved. 
In classic signal detection studies, one usually demonstrates the virtue 
of the correlation detector by showing that whereas the input signal-to- 
noise ratio is small, the output signal-to-noise ratio is large, where the 
usually defined signal-to-noise ratio is equivalent to our 7 2. (S/N)I, is 
then (~'~/n)/~r 2, and (S/N)out is 7 2 = , / 2. The convergence of 
some nonlinear nonsupervised a aptive procedures might be conditioned 
upon 2 being large. The techniques we have presented cover all values 
for 7. For example, the sample mean converges regardless how small 7 
is (in fact better for the small values), even when (S/N)i,~ is so small 
that 7 is perhaps not large enough to give adequate detection reliability. 
Nevertheless, for such a miniscule 7 case, the (nonsupervised) sample 
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mean still converges to the optimum threshold. With suitable redundant 
coding, even the miniscule ~, case cau allow high detector eliability. 
Various NASD (Nonsupervised Adaptive Signal Detector) Systems 
are described in (D. Cooper and P. Cooper, 1964), as well as is further 
discussion on the philosophical motivation. The systems described there 
make use of the nonlinear procedures and the iterative technique referred 
to in Section IV for determination f the principal eigenvector. 
The authorshave ach continued ifferent aspects of this research, 
and in particular some of David Cooper's extensions of this work com: 
prise part of his doctoral dissertation. 
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APPENDIX I. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS 
The maximum-likelihood estimators for the parameters of the uni- 
variate bimodal distribution of (5) are determined from the multiple 
log likelihood function 
m 




_ (1/2¢2)~--~(z~ _ ~)2 + ~ l og (cosh i (a /z2) (zk  _ t0l)- 
k=l k=l 
Taking the partial derivatives of ~b with respect to ~, a, and ¢, and 
setting them equal to zero leads, respectively, to the following three 
equations: 
I m Ol m 
m k=l 
~n k=l  
(52) 
_ 2_~a ~ (zk -- g) tanh [(a/~ 2) (zk -- g)]. 
m k=l  
I f  any two parameters are known, the maximum-likelihood estimator 
for the third is obtained from solution of the single equation appropriate 
io that estimator, wherein the estimated parameter is indicated with a 
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circumflex. If  all three parameters are unknown then these parameters 
are all overscored with circumflex in the three equations, simultaneous 
solution of which gives the maximum-likelihood estimators for the three 
parameters. For the latter case (only), immediate substitution reduces 
(52) to 
F/~ k=l  
APPENDIX II. ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE 
As is well known, the asymptotic variance of the maximum-likelihood 
estimator for a parameter is the negative reciprocal of the expectation 
of the second derivative of ~ with respect o that parameter. 
(54) i
(55) I - 0# 2 k=l 
Then the asymptotic variance of the maximum-likelihood estimator of 
(under the assumption that a and a are known) is 
[ Var = -- E \~2_]  = m[1 - Q72] -1 (56) 
where -~ = I a I/¢, and 
Q = E(sech: [(a/a2)(x - ~)]) 
P 
v¢ 
= J_~ p(x) sech: [ (a /a  2) (z -- g)] dx 
(57) 
e -72/2 fcc 1 _y2/2.y2 ~/~---~ e sech (y) dy, 
and where p(x) is given in (5). I t  is a simple matter to obtain directly 
an upper and a lower bound for Q, as a function of % wherein the two 
bounds are related in that one is twice the other. However, computer 
solution for Q has been substituted into (56) to obtain the curve shown 
in Fig. 1. 
APPENDIX II I .  PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 2. I f  a is known, then Hm(x) converges to F(x) uniformly in 
x on left semi-infinite intervals with probability 1. 
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P~ooF:  Choose  any  e > 0 and any  point ~ on the real line. Choose an 
integer M such that 
2G[~ - (2M - l)a] < ~/4. (58) 
Equat ion  (35) hnplies that for almost every o~ taking m sufficiently 
large ensures that 
[ sup 21G(x) - G~(~; x) I] < e/4M.  (59) 
How 
<= F(x )  -- ( -1)~+12G[x-  (2k 1)a] (60) 




-- - -  ~ (-1)~+12G~[~; x -  (2k -  1)a] ' .  
I 
Function (60) converges to 0 uniformly on ( -  ~,  ~] by Lemma 1, and 
(61 ) is bounded above by 
M--:t I (--1)~+12{G[x -- (2k -- 1)a] -- G~[~0; x -- (2k -- 1)a]} (62) 
+ ~ ( - -1) '+I2G[x - (2k -- 1)a] 
~M 
(63) c¢  
- -  ~ ( -1 )~+~2G~[~;  x - (2 /~ - 1 )a ]  . 
k=M 
Inequality (59) implies that (62) is less than e/4. The magnitudes of 
the first and second summations of (63) are bounded above by 
2G[x - ( 2M -- 1)a] and 2G~[¢o; x -- ( 2M -- 1)a], respectively. But if 
x belongs to (-- ~, }], then as a result of (58) and (59) it follows that 
2G[x -- (2M -- 1)a] < e/4 
and 
2G~[~; x -- (2M -- 1)a] < e/4M + e/4 _-_ e/2. 
Hence, (63) is less than 3e/4, and (61) is therefore bounded above by e. 
Since this is true for almost every ~, the Lemma is proved. 
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The extension of this result to uniform convergence in x over the 
interval ( - ~,  ~ ) follows simply. For, let e > 0 be arbitrary. Consider 
any ~ for which Gm(o~; x)  ~ G(x) ,  ( -- ~ < x < ~ ), as m -~ ~.  Choose 
a point } for which 
1 -- G(~) < ~/6. (64) 
Lemma 2 and the convergence of G~(~; x) to G(x)  permit the choice of 
an integer M such that m -__ M implies 
I G (x )  --  G,,~(o~; x)] < e/6 for all x, (65) 
and 
] H~(~; y)  --  F (y )  t < e/3 for y e ( -  oz, } + 4a]. (66) 
Letm > M. Now 
K 
H,~(w; x) = ~-~,(--1)k+12G,~[~; x -  (2k -  1)a] 
k=l  
(67) 
+ (-1) 2¢,~[~;x- (2]~- 1)~] 
k=K-~ l 
with K an even integer satisfying 
<x-  (2K-1)~<~+4~.  (68) 
The first summation of (67) is positive and is bounded above by 
2G~[o~; x - a] - 2G~[~; x - (2K - 1)a]. In  view of (64), (65), and 
(68), this is itself bounded above by 2e/3.5~aking the change of variable 
y = x --  2Ka ,  we see that the second summation of Eq. (67) is H~(oJ; y), 
with y < ~ ~- 4a. Hence, the second summation satisfies (66) and thus 
leads to 
l H~(~; x)  --  F (x ) l  < 2e/3 -{- e/3 = e. 
This is true for any x, as was to be proved. 
RECEIVED: November 4, 1963. 
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